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Hearing commenced at 11.00 am 

 
ARNOLD, MRS ANNE 
Chief Executive, Real Estate Institute of Western Australia, examined: 

 

 

The CHAIRMAN: Good morning, Anne. 

Mrs Arnold: Good morning. 

The CHAIRMAN: I will introduce the committee. You obviously know Tom Stephens, the 
member for Pilbara. 

Mrs Arnold: I do. 

The CHAIRMAN: Margaret Quirk is the member for Girrawheen. We are missing our two Liberal 
colleagues. Obviously they have something on at the moment and both of them have just left. Ian 
Britza is the member for Morley. Albert Jacob is the member for Ocean Reef and he is deputy chair. 
I am Tony O’Gorman. I am the member for Joondalup and chair of the committee. I think you know 
Brian Gordon. 

Mrs Arnold: We have just met. We have spoken previously. 

The CHAIRMAN: And Jovita Hogan. You have our terms of reference obviously. 

Mrs Arnold: I do. 

The CHAIRMAN: Before I start I should read you this statement. There are a couple of questions 
as I read and can I ask that you answer them verbally rather than give a nod or a shake so that 
Hansard can record your answer? 

Mrs Arnold: Sure. 

The CHAIRMAN: The committee hearing is a proceeding of Parliament and warrants the same 
respect that proceedings in the house itself demand. Even though you are not required to give 
evidence on oath, any deliberate misleading of the committee may be regarded as a contempt of 
Parliament. Have you completed a “Details of Witness” form? 

Mrs Arnold: I have. 

The CHAIRMAN: Did you understand the notes at the bottom of the form? 

Mrs Arnold: I did. 

The CHAIRMAN: Did you receive and read an “Information for Witnesses” briefing sheet 
regarding giving evidence before parliamentary committees? 

Mrs Arnold: I did. 

The CHAIRMAN: Do you have any questions relating to your appearance before the committee 
this morning? 

Mrs Arnold: No. 

The CHAIRMAN: We have received your submission letter. Is there anything you would like to 
add to that before we start? 

Mrs Arnold: I guess only that time has gone on. It is now nearly two years since we wrote that; it 
will be two years in September. So, things have changed a little. I guess when perhaps we talk and 
you ask me questions, I can perhaps elaborate on that. Nothing has fundamentally changed, 
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although some of the discussion around market pressure and population growth has obviously 
changed quite significantly since we wrote our submission. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: One of the reasons we wanted to get REIWA in is because we do not want to 
write a report and not talk about one quite significant section of the market, and that is the rental 
area. It seems to me that there are lots of anecdotal stories about the pressure that people have in 
terms of actually even getting a rental premises at the moment. I was just wondering if you could 
outline to me for people to physically get the key to a door, what are the up-front costs that they are 
meeting; because there seem to be a couple of informal charges that are being levied at the moment 
and I am not quite sure of their status? 

Mrs Arnold: As far as I know, a new tenant in a property in the private rental market is likely to 
pay two weeks’ rent in advance and four week’s rent as a bond. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: There is another fee, I think, which is some sort of a key deposit fee. 

Mrs Arnold: There used to be a letting fee, but there is not any more. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: There is no letting fee now? 

Mrs Arnold: No. The Labor government in its last term of government outlawed the letting fee. 
Sheila McHale did that. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Are you not aware of the key deposit fee? 

Mrs Arnold: Not that we are aware of. I understand that when people complete a tenancy 
application form, they are asked to pay like a holding deposit. It is what they regard as an option fee 
because the tenancy application form is actually an option, offering an option to the owner to take 
up your offer to rent the property. And then if you are accepted, then that is deducted from your rent 
that you are required to pay in advance. That is varied a little. A lot of agents do not charge it 
because it is too much of a hassle. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: What happens if you are not accepted? 

Mrs Arnold: It is refunded to you. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: It is refunded, but if people are looking for a number of houses, they have to lay 
out this money all the way around the place. 

Mrs Arnold: Indeed. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Also there is a practice, as I understand it, of premises being advertised for rent 
without the actual rental cost being included in the ad, and the tenants are then bidding amongst 
themselves for. 

Mrs Arnold: Not aware of it. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Who would be? 

Mrs Arnold: Probably Jenny Wood, who is the chair of the network committee on property 
management. She is a property management practitioner. I am not; I run the Real Estate Institute. 
But can I just say broadly, there is relatively little pressure in the rental market at the moment in 
terms of the vacancy rate. It is quite high. It is what we regard as being slightly above equilibrium. 
So, the competition that we saw for rentals when the boom was on has all but evaporated. At that 
time we were not even able to measure, using our members’ statistics, the vacancy rate in the rental 
market because there was simply none. It was immeasurably low. Now it is about 3.5 to 3.75 per 
cent, and we would regard equilibrium as kind of the normal state of the marketplace. And it has 
been as high as 4.5 per cent last year. The pressure is a bit out of the rental market, largely we think 
because during the last FHOG boost a lot of people who were in the rental market were encouraged 
into home ownership. So, a lot of the first home buyers disappeared out of that rental market. 
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Ms M.M. QUIRK: Is that something you can maybe supply us with additional information on 
those other fees and those other practices, because it is of concern. I have certainly known of a 
number of Parliaments that have had these complaints brought to them. 

Mrs Arnold: Sure; I am happy to. So, what did you actually want me to find out? 

The CHAIRMAN: There are two issues. One is the issue that you termed something else; we 
termed it an application fee. 

Mrs Arnold: An application fee, yes; an option fee. 

The CHAIRMAN: So, you fill out a form for REIWA, you put your week’s rent with it and you 
send it in. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: What is the legislative status for being able to charge that fee? 

Mrs Arnold: There is, and the only fee that can be charged under the act is a thing called an option 
feel. So, hence, the offer to lease residential premises that is made by the tenant to the owner 
through the real estate agent is in the form of an option. And, as I said, many agents do not bother 
with it, particularly when their market is tight because the refund of them is a hassle. Our agents, 
generally speaking, do not like to have people have a cheque, because they need the cash because 
they need to move on to another property. So, a lot of agents have permission from the Real Estate 
and Business Agents Supervisory Board to reimburse from their operating account, and then 
reimburse their trust account later; because under the legislation they must put the money into their 
trust account immediately. So, there are technical issues for agents who, generally speaking, they 
are as dependent on the tenant as they are on their landlord. I mean, the deal needs two people. So, 
they do not deliberately do this. I am sure there are people at opposite ends of the spectrum who are 
very good at this and some who are very bad. But, generally speaking, it is in the interest of the 
agent to get the property let as soon as possible and to get everybody else’s option fees back to them 
as soon as possible. 

The CHAIRMAN: Can you also see if you can provide us with any information on the notion of—
I do not know if it still happens; it used to happen in the boom—where people’s names and mobile 
numbers were taken, they would get a text message to say, “Home open between”, and it was about 
15, 20 minutes, where you had the opportunity then to go. You could not actually look at the place 
because it was that full of people and then you put an application in. 

Mrs Arnold: Sure. 

The CHAIRMAN: There was no rent; you put your bid in on the rent, and it happened quite 
regularly. If that still happens or if people are now just advertising a rent and that is what they are 
going as. 

Mrs Arnold: I am happy to find out for you, but it really would be better for you to speak to a 
practitioner, I think, rather than me going and getting you information second-hand. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: All of us waited for you to get here and then you are not able to provide the 
information. 

Mrs Arnold: Your terms of reference are very broad. I had no idea what questions you would be 
asking. 

The CHAIRMAN: They are some of the issues that have been raised with each of us as 
individuals. 

Mrs Arnold: Sure, and I accept that. 

The CHAIRMAN: Those are some of the issues, but as you said the rental market is now up about, 
what, 3.5 per cent? 

Mrs Arnold: The vacancy rate is over three per cent 
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The CHAIRMAN: So, that is obviously relieving some of that tension. 

Mrs Arnold: REIWA runs a public inquiry service where tenants and owners can ring up if they 
have problems. We simply are not getting that sort of volume of calls around these kinds of issues 
because there just is not the pressure out there; there are plenty of properties available in most of the 
price ranges that people are looking for properties in. 

The CHAIRMAN: With the affordable housing strategy that the minister has put out, one of the 
things he cited in there as being a way forward is that the government would rent private rentals and 
then sublet them out to the tenants through either housing associations or the Department of 
Housing. Can you tell us how that would work from your point of view, apart from a practitioner’s 
point of view? 

Mrs Arnold: Sure. We have had a lot to do with the work that has been done on this with the 
Department of Housing. I was a member of the social housing task force and this is one of the 
things that we have raised with the task force. It seems to us that building public housing dwellings 
is a bit of a no-win situation; there is no capital and no-one wants to do it. If you could leverage in 
some way the capacity or the interest of Western Australians in wanting to own private rental 
property—the mum and dad investors—in some way and encourage them to hold property at that 
lower end of the market that is more affordable, this might be a way. Because the reality is that 
people who cannot be housed in public housing actually find their housing in the private rental 
market. So, let us try to do this in a more structured way with a head lease from the department and 
some better tenancy support, so you avoid some of the antisocial behaviour that gives some of the 
tenants a bad name with private landlords. So, we have encouraged the government to do that and it 
has formed part, as you know obviously, of the affordable housing strategy of government. Indeed, 
we have already started a pilot project. They have approached REIWA and asked us to nominate 
five large agencies with large rent rolls with a variety of properties so that they can work with those 
people to set these tenancies up with a view to the government underwriting the first year of rent 
and also making good any damage at the end of the tenancy, which are often the killer things for 
private rentals for some tenants who are on the books of the Department of Housing. So, we are 
looking initially at 120 and then eventually up to 500 of these properties, with a view at the end of 
the year, if the tenancy is working out, for that to be rolled over into their own name and no longer a 
head lease. So, it is part of what I think we all had talked about in the social housing task force as a 
continuum. So, people with very high needs must be housed in public housing. It is very difficult to 
support them in the private rental market. But then trying to transition people who are, I guess you 
could call them, the merely poor who are in public housing out into a private rental in a supported 
way and then into the private rental market and maybe even one day into home ownership. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Are there criteria from your members as to what sorts of tenants you will be 
accepting under that agreement? 

Mrs Arnold: At this stage it is early. I believe the negotiations at the Department of Housing are 
going on directly with those five big agencies who, incidentally, when we approached them were 
very enthusiastic. They feel that this has real opportunity to house people. They are very 
encouraged by the fact that the Department of Housing is going to allocate one property manager 
per 70 tenancies; so, that is a very high level of support, well above the industry standard. So, I 
think everyone wants it to be a success. The biggest criteria would be the making good of any 
damage and the management of any antisocial behaviour in the neighbourhood where, you know, 
the landlord does not want to get a bad name. 

[11.15 am] 

The CHAIRMAN: Who would be the property manager? Who would be the person doing the 
property inspections? 
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Mrs Arnold: That will be the private property manager—the person who actually works for the 
private real estate agency, as far as I understand it. 

The CHAIRMAN: That seems to me to be a reasonable way in the current market in which there is 
a reasonable vacancy rate. What happens if we turn the corner and there is a huge demand on 
housing again? Will that drop off the end? The rents the tenants pay in social housing are far less. 
How do you work out the rents for a Department of Housing tenant compared with that for a private 
tenant? 

Mrs Arnold: The scheme operates on full market rent being paid on behalf the tenant. So the 
Department of Housing pays full market rent. For the cost of renting in the private rental market, I 
am assuming that commonwealth rental assistance would also apply to the tenancy. That would cut 
the department’s costs. And then, of course, the tenant contributes according to the formula, which 
is 25 per cent or 30 per cent of whatever they are on.  

The CHAIRMAN: But, again, if we turn a corner and tomorrow we have a great demand for more 
workers whom we bring into the state, which pushes up the demand for housing, that will, if it goes 
true to the last time, push up the cost of rents. When those agreements with the Department of 
Housing terminate, obviously the landlord wants the highest rent possible, so will that just revert 
back? 

Mrs Arnold: It will depend on the Department of Housing, I assume, if they have a 12-month lease 
and an option for a further 12, and they are prepared to pay the new market rent. I guess the subject 
of the negotiation around the head lease is: what is the escalation clause for the head lease? 
However, I would imagine that so long as the landlord is receiving the market rent and an escalation 
clause has been negotiated for the end of the first lease with the department, that is how it would go. 
In reality, if you cannot generate more supply of private rental housing and we have an increase in 
population, there will be an increase in rent. I think the increase in rent during the boom period has 
been immensely significant. I think rents are very unaffordable and that all our housing affordability 
problems basically get played out in the low end of the private rental market. That is where people 
are really squeezed.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Have you any figures? 

Mrs Arnold: Yes, I do. We have just interrogated our system to try to give you a bit of a feel and I 
am very happy to leave these graphs with you. A lot of people think that affordability is all about 
your capacity to buy a house, and that is really important, particularly for first home buyers, who 
still make up 25 per cent of the marketplace. In fact, the long-term average is about 23 per cent. 
However it is 25 per cent of a much smaller market. So we are not kidding ourselves. It is hard to 
buy a house as a first home buyer—there is no doubt—and those problems are well documented. 
However, that group is relatively well off; their median income is far higher than the median 
income of somebody who is searching for a property for a rent of less than $340 a week in the 
private rental market, because they are on fixed incomes, they are or pensions or they are on some 
kind of low wage, or maybe they are a key worker and a single woman, such as a nurse, who is 
trying to find a house. These are the people for whom finding housing is the most difficult. Rents in 
Perth increased from $185 a week in March 2005 to $350 a week in June 2008, and there have been 
a couple of modest increases since 2008. Basically, rents have really stabilised in that period since 
2008. 

The CHAIRMAN: Are they about $370 or $380 a week now? 

Mrs Arnold: Yes; it must be about $370—sorry, $380. And that is the median rent for all 
properties. The lower rent for units is about $365. But that is a lot of money for people on fixed 
incomes. I have personal experience of this. I pay my daughter’s rent. She suffers with depression 
and is not able to participate in the workforce, and her rent is $340 for a very ordinary little house in 
a very ordinary little suburb. For me, it is very illustrative of the problem that people face. 
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However, I think that we have been quite lucky in the past three years. When the boom finished, a 
lot of people were caught with nowhere to sit down when the music stopped. They could not sell 
their houses and put them into the rental market; hence the relative plateauing in rent. But the real 
damage was done during the boom years when 72 000 people were being added to the population 
every year and there was absolutely no supply-side response. That is what happens. We in our 
office talk about it as imported house price inflation that came from the United Kingdom and South 
Africa and other countries, which had relatively high house prices. People emigrated and brought 
their skills, but also brought high expectations about what they had to pay for housing, and that 
drove the market for the rest of us.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK: From your contact with the complaints and what have you, what are the 
protocols? For example, some of the emerging communities argue that they have problems getting 
rent in the private market because of what they infer as racism. What sorts of protocols are in place 
to make sure that everyone has equal access in the rental market? 

Mrs Arnold: We try really hard to educate our members; it is part of our training courses. We have 
ongoing equal opportunity training as part of continuing professional development for our 
members. We often talk to Yvonne Henderson, and we try very much to raise the awareness with 
our members about this. However, it is a broad church of people. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: And sometimes it is the actual owners rather than the landlords. 

Mrs Arnold: And often it is not the agent; the agent may be an advocate for a particular group of 
tenants. It is like any group; some people are racist, but most people are not. Real estate agents are 
just the same. They are just a cross-section. A lot of owners do not want certain groups, particularly 
groups like the Sudanese and people like that who have big households of 10 people. It is hard. A 
lot of our owners would say, “Well, I don’t want people with that many children in my houses”, or, 
“Who are they and what is their track record? Have they got a history?” If there is an alternative for 
that owner, with somebody else who is an applicant for the house and who has a rental history and 
so on, inevitably the people with the large family and no rental history are likely not to get the 
property.  

Ms M.M. QUIRK: In fact, the history is a very good point. I was in a position decade or so ago 
when I was renting a couple of houses, and it was nigh on impossible for me to get a rental premises 
because I had no history. 

Mrs Arnold: Yes. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: Similarly, with, say, people who are subject to a divorce or something — 

Mrs Arnold: It is ironic — 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: —and who need rental premises, again they have no history. In what sorts of 
ways are you addressing that issue? 

Mrs Arnold: We have a couple of schemes, particularly for young people, which we do with the 
youth group, whose name escapes me, through our property management network. Those young 
people can do a course that gives them a certificate stating that they have been to a course—it is 
only a few hours—and understand their obligations when they sign a lease. They are told what a 
lease document looks like. For them, it is extremely difficult, because they have no rental history 
and very often it is hard to get referees. At least they can have a certificate. We work on that with 
them. We have a lot to do with TAS. Through TAS, we get a bit of outreach to these other more 
specialist groups that deal with some of the migrants and refugees. I am sorry, I am referring to the 
Tenants Advice Service. It is very difficult. As you say, divorced women, for example, who have 
perhaps always been homeowners find themselves in the rental market with no track record, and, 
therefore, they rely on being able to present a case to an agent that would encourage him to take 
them on as a tenant.  
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The CHAIRMAN: Is that group Youth Futures? 

Mrs Arnold: Can I get back to you on that one? I just cannot think of it at the moment. 

The CHAIRMAN: That is okay. Youth Futures is a group that I know fairly well and it does that 
type of work. 

Mrs Arnold: Does it? A lot of the refugee advocates do courses, and the Edmund Rice Centre does 
courses for newly arrived migrants. We talk to them. They come to a lot of our breakfasts and 
functions to educate our agents. They come as guest speakers, particularly to our property 
management group, so we can try to break down the barriers. They do a lot of intervention and 
support for tenants who have never lived in Australia before and do not understand things like 
cleaning products and what toilets are for and what a stove is for. Some of this is really going back 
to basics. Often, a property manager with 300 properties to manage does not have time to do that 
level of intervention; therefore, the best way for us to deal with that is to partner with these groups 
in the community. 

The CHAIRMAN: The minister announced the other day some legislation with regard to tenancy 
rights. The proposal is that if a clan lab or other illegal activity is happening at a Department of 
Housing property, there can be an eviction process; that is, a much quicker eviction process. But he 
is only putting that in place for Department of Housing properties. Should that also flow to private 
rentals? 

Mrs Arnold: I imagine that our members would support something like that. If it means that they 
can circumvent going through a lengthy court process to evict, I think they would prefer some kind 
of summary thing such that if the police were involved they could get rid of the tenants. Obviously, 
they would think that very satisfactory. 

The CHAIRMAN: The other question I have is about the relationship between the Department of 
Housing and REIWA, in terms of the rental property. How does it work? Because it is not a 
sublease, you are not evicting the department, the department is evicting the — 

Mrs Arnold: The department has the head lease so it is the intervening party. I have a — 

The CHAIRMAN: What about supported accommodation? Do you see a role for REIWA in that? 
Or does it just lease to the department and the department provides all the support or whatever 
for — 

Mrs Arnold: As I understand it, although I am not completely across this and have not heard about 
it for a while, I know that Foundation Housing was renting properties from real estate agents in the 
private rental market for supported accommodation. I think there is some history of that. And of 
course with the expansion of community housing, that is going to go on. Obviously, it is allocated 
housing from the Department of Housing in bulk, but still may want to access specialist housing 
through the private rental market. I believe that has been very satisfactory. Foundation Housing 
acted as the had lessee and support was provided for the particular individuals involved in staying in 
those houses. I guess part of that is that if there is a disability, and mobility disability, the access 
issues have to be dealt with. However, I would not see that as an issue. It is really about the support 
being there to make the tenancy a success—whatever support that might be. If people on the public 
housing waiting list were the target group for this in the first instance—that is, they are people with 
no major disabilities but simply a housing affordability problem—all that you really need is the 
head lease arrangement and the arrangement such that their capacity to pay rent is topped up by the 
department. They may need no other support than a normal tenant would need. 

The CHAIRMAN: Sorry; I interrupted you and you were going to — 

Mrs Arnold: Not at all. I do have a couple of sheets setting out the process for this scheme. If you 
would like me to leave them with you, I am very happy to do that. The scheme was Roofs for 
Youths—when I was mentioning the training we offer for young people to qualify for private rental. 
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Ms M.M. QUIRK: I have a couple of other questions about the residential tenancy bill before the 
Parliament. Has REIWA been involved in consultations on that? Are there any ongoing issues or 
concerns that it has? 

Mrs Arnold: There are a couple of odd things; nothing that would look like deal breakers. 
Generally speaking, we think it is a reasonable compromise between the positions of all the parties. 
There are a couple of issues around what constitutes emergency works and how you contact a 
landlord. Maintenance remains one of the major problems that we get through our public inquiry 
service. I am not convinced that the revised act will address that in a way that is going to be 
satisfactory to all parties. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: That is probably because housing and works does not want extra 
responsibilities in that regard at the moment. 

The other issue, in terms of greater access to housing stock in WA, is that a lot of the larger houses 
might be freed up if older people can transfer their houses. They are saying if they have some sort 
of moratorium or holiday from stamp duty to downsize that this would free up a lot of premises. Is 
that a proposition that you have heard about or that REIWA has any opinions on?  

[11.30 am] 

Mrs Arnold: Yes, we do. In Victoria they have done this. People over 65, I think, get a stamp duty 
concession if they are downsizing from a large house and making it available to others. From my 
personal point of view, I think it is the subsidy at the wrong end of the market. I think that the 
people with the most capacity to pay stamp duty are the people who are leaving a house that they 
have owned and on which they have no mortgage. It is different for everybody. There is some 
unfairness in the market at the moment. For example, if you sell your large house and move to a 
retirement village, you pay no stamp duty. But if you choose that you do not want to be in a 
retirement village, buy a very similar, smaller dwelling outside of a retirement village environment, 
you pay stamp duty. There is some unfairness about what seems to be something that should be 
equal. It depends on which retirement environment you want to go into. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: The retirement village has like a sort of a quasi-lease, is it not? 

Mrs Arnold: They are going into a lifetime lease essentially. It is a different tax structure. I get all 
of that. I guess what we are saying is: if you wanted to encourage people to downsize and have the 
right sized housing for their lifestyle, then it might be worth government having a think about 
making it more equitable if you choose not to go into a retirement village. 

The CHAIRMAN: And there are many reasons why people will not go into a retirement village. 

Mrs Arnold: Indeed. 

The CHAIRMAN: Than to be signed up carrying that lease—lifestyle village. Members, are there 
other questions? It has been fairly brief. Is there anything else that you would like to add that we 
maybe have not covered? 

Mrs Arnold: No, I do not think so. I guess the only other thing I would say is that we very much 
applaud the affordable housing strategy that has been released by government, because we think it 
has the best opportunity for success in that it does not see a silver bullet solution; it sees a number 
of small, discrete types of activity that might all contribute to improving housing affordability. We 
applaud the fact that we are talking about affordable housing and not just public housing and social 
housing. It gives us small opportunities to deliver. 

If government is serious, I think Treasury needs to be involved in thinking about tax settings for 
private investors. Private investors are vilified in the community. Generally speaking they are called 
the “landlord class” and everybody thinks that they are wealthy, but actually the profile of a typical 
landlord is someone on a very modest income, but they like bricks and mortar as their chosen 
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investment. I think we should perhaps be encouraging those people in tax settings. They are not 
easy, and I get that. We have talked at length to the State Revenue Office about this. 

The CHAIRMAN: What do you mean the tax settings? 

Mrs Arnold: For example, if you own two rental properties, your land tax liability is calculated on 
the aggregate of the value of both of those, so there is a disincentive to own more than one, for 
example, whereas we would like people to own two inexpensive properties that they could make 
available at a lower rent than otherwise. There are some issues around that and possibly around 
stamp duty as well. I know in South Australia I think there is a scheme where they have some tax 
relief if you are prepared to hold a property at a lower-than-market rent, lower than a median rent, 
which might be worth exploring. I do not know all the details. I just heard that it has been 
reasonably successful. I think there are just some tax bits missing from the incentive package, 
which might have been also quite helpful. 

The CHAIRMAN: I think you are quite right. I know quite a few people who have divested 
themselves of their numerous properties back to one or two, because they did not want to pay for 
land tax. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: When we get Treasury in we will put all those matters to them. 

Mrs Arnold: Yes. Put the hard word on them. Would you like me to leave these documents with 
you? 

The CHAIRMAN: Yes. Thank you. Thanks for coming in this morning. 

Mrs Arnold: It was my pleasure. These documents are about the private rental scheme, and that is 
just some figures of ours on the current marketplace. 

The CHAIRMAN: Anne, can you give us an approximate figure of what your organisation thinks 
is an affordable rent? Forget the median rent and the average rent and all that. What do you think is 
actually affordable for somebody living on the average wage? 

Mrs Arnold: The average wage? 

The CHAIRMAN: Take it as $45 000. 

Mrs Arnold: Definitions of affordability for housing are all a bit varied, but generally speaking it is 
the lowest two quartiles being able to pay no more than 30 per cent of their gross income in rent. If 
you are talking about someone on $45 000, you would be making sure that they are not paying more 
than $15 000 a year in rent or loan repayments or whatever is their chosen way of paying for their 
housing, and that is $300 a week. As I have just illustrated, that is not easy. You are talking about 
units at that price. For a family, that is very difficult. 

The CHAIRMAN: I had a gentleman come to my office on Monday. He has severe mental health 
issues, and I think he has been taken advantage of a bit. He has a one-bedroom studio apartment 
over a garage—$250 a week. I have checked it out, and $180 is about the market rent for that 
particular type of accommodation in the suburbs. Somebody has obviously gotten him a little bit 
high. 

Mrs Arnold: We hear lots of stories about this kind of thing. We have heard of some really 
interesting responses by the private market to the need, particularly for waged people but who are 
single, who literally could not even begin to afford to rent on their own—for example, a young 
nurse who is just starting out and doing her training. Apparently it is increasingly the case that 
people are creating essentially what you would call a boarding house in a suburban environment. 
They are purpose-built dwellings with six to seven bedrooms, each with their own bathroom but 
with shared kitchen and sitting room facilities. 

The CHAIRMAN: Which technically puts them into a commercial — 
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Mrs Arnold: It does, so you would have to comply with a lot of other law, but they are clearly 
meeting a need. We understand that some of the tenants of those are people who are fly in, fly out 
workers who want to have a base in Perth but cannot afford a house, so they simply have a room 
where they can store all their stuff. They have got some place to come back to when they are in the 
city for their two weeks off or whatever it is, and then for a lot of low-waged people, particularly 
single people, where putting together a deposit or even finding enough for a bond and things in the 
short term is beyond their reach, these are actually quite a useful response to that kind of short-term 
affordability problem that some people face. 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: And it is your understanding they are being purpose-built like that, are they? 

Mrs Arnold: We understand so. It has just been a bit—it is not rumour, but — 

The CHAIRMAN: I have got plenty in Joondalup. 

Mrs Arnold: Is that right? 

The CHAIRMAN: Yes. Maybe not purpose-built, but they were built as four-bedroom or five-
bedroom houses. They are marketed primarily at the moment to student population, but they are 
also for itinerant workers as well. The rooms are leased per room, which in fact was against the 
local government by-law, but they have now changed that, recognising that there are a lot of 
students requiring accommodation up there. Then when it is not student time, and university is not 
in, and they have gone, some of them back overseas to other countries, they rent them on the 
holiday market, the short-term rental holiday market.  

Mrs Arnold: So the market responds, I guess. One wonders why that has not been taken up, for 
example, in places like Karratha and Port Hedland, where they have had massive affordability 
problems but no capacity to provide a variety of responses to that for low-waged people who are not 
in the mining game but are working in the supermarket or at the fast food store. 

The CHAIRMAN: Anne, thanks very much for coming in. I have a closing statement to read to 
you so you know what happens from here. Again, thanks for your evidence before the committee 
this morning. A transcript of the hearing will be forwarded to you for correction of minor errors. 
Could you please make these corrections and return the transcript within 10 working days of the 
date of the covering letter? If the transcript is not returned within this period, we will deem it to be 
correct. New material cannot be introduced via these corrections, and the sense of your evidence 
cannot be altered. Should you wish to provide additional information or elaborate on particular 
points, could you please include a supplementary submission for the committee’s consideration 
when you return your corrected transcript of evidence. Again, Anne, thanks very much. 

Mrs Arnold: Thanks very much. 

Hearing concluded at 11.39 am 


